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are fully united and have fully con-
centrated their work on the political
and religious issues.

The president in his second

sermon insisted on the earlier statement
made by Imam Khomeini on the
previous Wednesday in which the
imam had said "The enemies of the
Islamic Republic are trying hard to
widen the gap amongst the political
and religious leaders of han."

Elsewhere, talking in his sermon
about the lran-haq war, the president

expresed his @ncern about the
supply of armaments and aid to the
regime of Baghdad, and condemned
the foreign powers who are trying to
exploit the situation for their own
benefit. He said in rustring such aid

to Baghdad, these foreign supporters
do not seem to be thinking about their
own political future, and thus when
the regime of Baghdad which is on the

brink of bankruptcy collapses in the

near future their own investments
there would be endangered. He

continued: "Our enemies have tried to
create a rift between the PeoPle of
Iran and us. Once they realized that
they could not do so, theY aired
empty rumours about deserters being

amongst our soldiers. We must resist

these kinds of Plots. We should not
permit our enemies to sew discord

amongst uti or magnifY trivial
differences in political or religious

matters. The few who are under the

influence of sPecitic individuals
unconsciouslY tend to magnifY the

small differences that exist in the

government. Those who adhere to the
path of the imam should remember

ihat I*am Khomeini has reiterated

that there is no difference of opinion

opinion amongst our officials. It is

therefore, expected of our writers and

our speakers to focus on this same

reality..."
President Khamenei continued his

selmon bY warning the foreign
governments selling arms to the

Baghdad regime. He said that the

minufacturers of those missiles strould

expect a counter reaction by lran. He

warned them that these missiles do not

onlv ruin out houses, but also damage

the dignity of our people as well, and

that the more such missiles are

provided to the Baghdad regime, the

more destruction will become un-

avoidable. It's shameful for the

nations who Provide these tyPes of
missiles for the Iraqi government, since

they do not think about their own
pohtical future or of the government

öf n"gnA"A which is on the brftrk of
colapse.

On Oetober 21,

The leader of
congregational Friday prayers was the
Speaker of the House, Hojjatuleslam
llashemi Rafsanjani and it was held at

the usual place on the camPus of
Tehran University. In his sermon
he said that the Val-Fajr 4 operation
was launched in answer to recent pro'
paganda attacks against the Islamic
Republic and Super Etendard planes.

He said that the Islamic forces have

captured two Iraqi military garrisons,

Garmak and Pangevin as well as several

villages. He also said that he would
not say what the Islamic forces were
aiming at, btt it would become clear

in the next few weeks and that the

main reason fsr all these operations

was that the lranian government

wanted to show it's determination by
launching the next stage ofthe Val'Fajr
operations.

"We have not started ValFajr 4,

through stubborness. We want to
strow you (the superpowers) that you
have no right to decide the different
matters pertaining to us. You cannot
impose your will on the outcome of
the war, this is none of your business.

You (the superpowers) cannot say that

the war is no longer a good thing to
carry on. The war was not a good

thing from the beginning but You
started it irresponsibly. Now you have

started it, all rights to end it re§t with
us because we have been innocent.
You (the superpowers) have committed
a crime by throwing Saddam, the

Ba'ath party and the region into
trouble and now You think that You
can get them out oftrouble.

"These Super Etendard Planes
were the cause of this operation (Val'
Fajr a). This operation is a reply to
the Super Etendards. If you bring up

something else tomorrow we will
clinch our fists still harder. Our

people are not the kind to make a

revolution and then listen to what
Washington, Paris and Moscow desire.

What is it to you? Ofcourse we want
to have good relations and to reach an "

understanding with You and we want
to live in peace and we want our revo'
lution to follow a constructive course,
but you have lit this fire and this fire
strould burn those who have started it,
so that such fires will not start again."

Hojjatuleslam Rafsanjani also

sharply criticized the French govern'
ment and other governments for
rushing the most modern weapons to
the Baghdad regime when it is Saddam's

government that has involved the

Islamic Republic in an unwanted war.
He said the provision of arms bY the
reactionary governments to the
Baghdad regime while the lraq'kan
war continues is a blatant violation of
international law. i{e also attacked
the Mitterrand government for its
efforts to protect the Baghdad regime
from an eventual setback in the war.

Addressing himself to the French
government the Speaker of the House

said:
"This is none of your business.

Why do you claim to be the guardian
to this or that nation? You are not a

party in the war and the fact that you
have become obsessed with preventing

kaq from being defeated in the war
does not matter to us. BY launching
the ongoing Val-Fajr operations rve

are in fact addressing ourselves to the
French and the U.S. governments and

the reactionary countries ofthe region.
We have launched this attack against

the Iraqi positions in order to prove to
these governments that it has been a

long time since the superpowers could
dictate the winners in wars."

Speaker Rafsanjani went on to
add that, the Val-Fajr 4 operations was

timed to crush the collaboration of all
opposition forces in Western Iran and

end their presence there. He said the
Kurdish counterrevolutionaries, the
members of the MKO,the communists,
the nationalists, and the monarchists
had united in a bid to toPPle the
Islamic Republic. This theorY has

already become accepted by counter-
revolution in and outside the country.
This being the situatton, it was

necessary for us to strike a blow
upon the principal sanctuary of
counterrevolution in Kurdestan and

upon the military and cultural training
centers ran by such notorious people.
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